INTRODUCTION
Let us first consider what the terms "brand", "branding" and "re-branding" mean. The word "brand" is an industrial term which means a type of product made by a particular company. Branding therefore means putting a name-tag on a product, on something or even on somebody, a person, a group of people, an animal, a community or even a nation. Branding may connote describing somebody as being somewhat bad or unpleasant, especially in an unfair manner. Re-branding is sometimes, somewhat derogatory as it entails some messy work of removing dirt, stain or blemish from something or somebody. It is however a cleansing project, which could be done through environmental sanitation, moral purification, moral re-armament, political re-orientation, attitudinal purging, mental decolonization, cultural reawakening or rejuvenation, spiritual purgation and perhaps What then is the essence of re-branding? Nigeria and Nigerians need to be re-branded to remove the shame that has enveloped the nation. The toga of shame or infamy put on by Nigerians needs to be shed-off through national re-orientation, self-directed attitudinal change coming from the hearts, moral penance, spiritual re-birth, democratic re-education and character cleansing.
Attitude to work and to public properties has to be changed. Selfless service to the nation, rather than the philosophy of grab-grab, needs to be encouraged and rewarded. The local media have a big role to play. The media both print and electronics can redeem Nigeria's image through effective language use. Pornographic language, coarse invective and tirade can be replaced with refined diction, polished syntax and semantic purity.
Columnists, newspapers editors, freelance writers should use indigenous languages to write on and about the virtue of honesty, dedication to duty, moral rectitude, selfless service to one's fatherland, and also write biographies of honourable statesmen and women whose exemplary characters could be regarded as legendary. Such writings have the power of moralizing and hence of re-branding the readers.
Theoretical Framework

Mother Tongue (MT)
Indigenous language or mother tongue is regarded as the bed-rock of nation building. It is the most important tool with which societies are organized, and it is hardly possible to talk of national development without including the language with which the people formulate their thoughts, ideas and needs. According to Olaoye (2007) · Prohibition, as in "don't cheat", "don't urinate here" "don't bribe", "don't take bribe", "don't take what does not belong to you", "don't engage in examination malpractice" and, "don't join bad gangs".
· Through threat of reprisal, especially if behaviour is not stopped, as in "I will punish you if you do that again", "you will go to jail if you don't stop stealing", "you will be rusticated if you don't stop cheating during exams".
· Through disapproval of behaviour, as in "that is bad of you", "No, stop it!"and "that is not done here!".
· Through emotional blackmail, as in "eh! You will kill your mum", "you will kill the ministry like that" and, "you will
give the provost hypertension"! · Through categorization of behaviour governed by rules and sanctions, as in "that is not allowed here" and, "its taboo here", it is an abomination". 
Mother Tongue Education and Youth Empowerment:
MT Education is the most fundamental tool for youth empowerment. It is a weapon for the up-lift of the underprivileged, the marginalized, the un-informed or the illiterates in the society. The culture of reforms initiated by the previous administration is designed to engender sustainable change in democratic governance. This reform is to be carried out through education, and language is the tool for doing this. This is one of the Millennium Development Goals that runs through the National Economic Empowerment and Development Strategy (NEEDs). Youth empowerment is a re-branding enterprise, as the empowered youths are likely to shun corruption, and make positive contribution to national economic growth, peace, security and political stability.
Framework of Analysis
Linguistic And Educational Andragogy
Andragogical education is a learner-centered approach, which sees the child or learner as quite educable. · The right to be recognized as a member of a language community.
· The right to the use of one's language, both in private and public life.
· The right to the use of one's own name.
· The right to associate with one's own language community.
· The right to maintain and develop one's own culture.
· The right for one's language and culture to be taught. 
Discussion
English Language in Nigeria
Nigeria is a multilingual nation where English Language has acquired the status of a second language to many people, while it is a third language to others. It plays a significant role in education, politics, government administration, the judiciary, economy and legislation.
English today can be regarded as the lamp with which the youths can travel through the education tunnel (Ige, 2000) .
It is even now being referred to as one of the major Nigerian languages (Ogundare 2004 Adekunle (1974) is the linguistic and symbolic embodiment of political power and authority. English
Language has to be used side-by-side with the Indigenous languages for an effective national re-branding project.
English and Globalization
English is the vehicle of globalization, and through it came Language planning and documentation should therefore be part of the national re-branding project.
Conclusion
The re-branding of national languages leads to the rebranding of their speakers, because multilingualism is 
